Entrepreneurship (Skype meeting 2d February 2017)
Topics to discuss:

Report everybody’s own work experiences

How a young man/woman, being a student, can find job in local community or
area

What young people think to be important when they apply for a work.
A workshop on the topic should have been run previously.

Official or unofficial working. (find pros and cons and report according to the
previous discussion)

What taxes are paid in Estonia/ Greece by employees and employers
(considering salary or payment, taxes on wages)
Report Everybody's Own Work Experience (Sofia):
Personally I have no work experience because most of Coffee-Shops or bars or
anything want people to be eighteen (18) or older and have at least some working
experience from places or shops they have worked before.
How a Young Man/Woman Being A Student Can Find A Job In (My Local
Community Area) (Sofia):
In my opinion my local community area is kind of difficult to find work if you are
especially under eighteen (18) because my town is small and most of the people
don't need more employees especially under aged ones. But if a person being a
student and wants to find a full time or a part time job, they can look in internet (For
example (F.E): They can look in different sites that can help you find a job in your
town or near),they can also look on newspapers, local radio can also help, social
media can also help them (For example: Facebook) because there are employers
who are asking for people to work in their shops or bars or anything else.
What Young People Think To Be Important When They Apply For A Work
(Sofia):
Young people should think what is important in order to apply for a job many things.
They should thing about the salary they will be getting paid as long as they will be
working, what is the kind of job they are going to be applying for, how many hours will
they be working, the place that their job is, the hours someone who will be working
must coincide with the hours of school, the qualifications someone must have to do
this work.
Official And Unofficial Working (Find Pros And Cons According To The
Previous discussions) (Sofia):.
Officially Working:
Officially working is good because you work somewhere you don't get exploited,you

get the money you deserve,employers give you stamps with conclusion that you get
insuranced and you work normally eight (8) hours as it is here in Greece.
Unofficially Working:
Unofficial working is something not lawfulness,your employers don't give you
stamps,you don't work in the normal eight (8) hours as it is supposed to be here (in
Greece),your salary is not what you are supposed to be given and many times you
may not even get your salary,if police finds out that someone is underaged and
unofficially working,the employer is going to be having problems (For example:his bar
or shop or whateve is going to be closed,and employers will need to pay a find)
Work experience (graphic design class answers):









Vivi worked in a shoe store and waitress in a beach bar
Nikos worked as waiter in a beach bar and in a bakery
Makis worked as waiter in a beach bar and work as a judge in basket
Panos worked in a pickle and marmalade factory
Dimitris worked as constriction worker
Panagiotis worked as ironworker
Dakis worked as beekeeper
Stefania worked as tourism and hotel sector and also as waitress in café

Ways to find job (graphic design class answers):
Today we can find job through the Internet and social media or newspapers, by a
family company, with public relations or from the Employment Labor Organization.
Important things in order to find job (interview) (graphic design class answers):





We need to make a curriculum vitae without mistakes
As many languages someone knows, it’s a huge benefit in order to find job
In the interview u have also to watch out your physical appearance
And also you must have some work experience

